
pulp functions: 

Ambre blends case study

"Pulp Functions took something
that was an afterthought for us
(social media marketing) and
transformed it into our primary
marketing arm."  
-Adam Crockett, Director of
Operations

Ambre Blends has utilized Pulp Functions since 2015 to leverage social media in order to increase
customer sales and online engagement. Pulp Functions has created a visible, consistent and integrated
presence across Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Pinterest and the Ambre Blends website
(www.ambreblends.com) that supports the brand while providing solutions and information pertaining to
Ambre Blends' key products and concepts.

Executive Summary

Before utilizing Pulp Functions, the Director of Sales at
Ambre Blends was posting on social media whenever
time was available in her busy schedule without a set
strategy. Ambre Blends struggled to keep up with
online engagement, customer service and the
response rate through their social channels. The
company was also looking to increase online sales and
awareness of Ambre Blends' expanding line of
products.

challenges



"When we hired Pulp Functions, digital marketing became much more
of the forefront of what we do. Their attention to detail is impeccable,
their reactive times to inquiries that come through social media
channels is top notch. Our social media arm has become so impactful
that our e-commerce site is now asking us what we're doing so that
they can recommend it to their other clients due to the amount of traffic
coming from social media and turning into direct sales. Pulp Functions
for us has become something that is invaluable." 
-Adam Crockett, Director of Operations

Pulp Functions has initiated and driven multiple marketing campaigns to increase customer awareness,
engagement and sales for Ambre Blends, including social media contests, unique hashtags, event
marketing, new product launches and more. Pulp Functions also helped Ambre Blends set up an online
advertising budget to run ads across the social channels for direct sales on their Shopify store. This
advertising budget has also been used to find new customers in the Ambre Blends target audience
across Facebook and Instagram. Customers can now shop Ambre Blends products directly from their
social media channels.  
 
 

how pulp functions helped

Prior to working with Pulp Functions, Ambre Blends' sales were growing approximately 25% annually.
Within the first year, sales grew to above a 30% increase annually. The Ambre Blends annual holiday
open house sales have steadily increased 20% annually over the past two years of working with Pulp
Functions. Ambre Blends has a 100% response rate across their online marketing channels. 
 
With Pulp Functions taking these marketing tasks off of Ambre Blends, their staff has more time to
focus on their core responsibilities while Pulp Functions maintains and monitors the marketing
channels. 

results, return on investment


